The answer is "yes" and this is proven shortly. We go on, however, and do considerably more in the next section.
Defining |i i o~I n~Sl2 §22 =21^^'^='[ 2~=12 =22' "^show that the joint likelihood of (P, R, "» £-ii o' =22^g iven n and Q has these properties:
(1) P is Normal with mean n and variance-covariance matrix H a V, and is independent of R ", e "> 3"*^£ 22'
e^, " is (p X p) Wishart with parameter set (H,,, n-r) and is independent of P, R, 2>^^'^^22' consequently
R,^and l^^^^^jointly independent of P and Ij^^^^' while the conditional density of R, " given z^^is Normal with mean H~H and variance-covariance matrix U & e " and the marginal density of £22^^W isuart with parameter set (2~2» n+p-r) . And £(£22) = (n+p-r)fi22-
The density of R, j unconditional as regards P,^2 2'^" 
Proofs
It is well known (see [ 1 ] , p. 183) that the joinl likelihood of (P, t_) given y, and H, is
where c is a normalizing constant. To find the joint density of S» =1 2' Sii 2' =22^"^^^^'^^^^f ollowing Lemma : The Jacobian J(P, £^P . |n 2' =11 2' =22''°^^^^t ransformation from (P, e) Multiplying all four Jacobians together prcves the lemma.
We can now find the joint density of (P, R^_2' ill. 
